ExxonMobil’s Plans to Bring Tar Sands Oil
Through the Northeast
Unbeknownst to most of the public, a major portion of the proposed tar sands pipeline that would cut across
the Great Lakes, Ontario, Quebec and New England to Portland, Maine, is actually owned by oil giants
ExxonMobil, Imperial Oil, and Suncor Energy – all of whom have a deep stake in tar sands extraction. Knowing
who the major players really are and whose interests are being served is crucial as citizens weigh the risks of a tar
sands pipeline going through our backyards.
Canada’s tar sands region is one of the fastest-growing industrial enterprises in the world but, lacking major
coastal access, the oil produced there has been predominantly confined to North American markets. In recent
years the oil industry has sought cross-continental pipeline routes that would allow it to ship its product overseas,
which would spur a dramatic expansion of tar sands extraction in Alberta’s boreal forest. As proposed tar sands
pipelines like TransCanada’s Keystone XL (from Alberta to the U.S. Gulf Coast) and Enbridge’s Northern Gateway
(from Alberta to British Columbia’s coast) have become front page news, the companies involved have come
under heavy scrutiny. Awareness of the risks of tar sands pipelines is on the rise, but many people are unaware of
the Big Oil power behind the proposal to send tar sands from Canada to Portland, Maine. This project—and the
companies behind it—must be put under the same magnifying glass as the others.

Could Big Oil behind Trailbreaker mean Big Problems ahead?
With regionally-anchored names like “Montreal Pipe Line Limited” and “Portland Pipe Line Corporation,” it’s easy
to see why people might be in the dark about who is really driving the tar sands pipeline proposal often referred
to as the “Trailbreaker” project. But with public safety, health and the environment at risk, citizens and local
governments need to know that some of the biggest names in oil, and the largest developers of the Alberta tar
sands – companies like ExxonMobil, Enbridge and Suncor – are the real players looking to move tar sands oil
toward East Coast ports in hopes of reaping even bigger profits.
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Portland-Montreal Pipe Line and ExxonMobil
In 2008, Montreal Pipe Line Limited (MPLL) and Enbridge Incorporated collaborated on a project they called
“Trailbreaker” that would link pipelines from Alberta to the coast of Maine and reverse their flow direction, giving
tar sands producers access to new markets via eastern ports.1 The plan was shelved a year later for economic
reasons, but multiple recent actions indicate that it is being revived.2 Having learned from the public outcry over
the proposed Keystone XL pipeline, the companies involved have shied away from the spotlight. However, the
evidence strongly indicates that the proposal is moving forward.3
To transport tar sands oil from Alberta through New England, this project would require a reversal of the flow of
the Portland-Montreal Pipe Line (PMPL), which currently carries conventional crude oil through New England to
Quebec. Despite its relative anonymity, PMPL is no “mom and pop” operation. The convoluted corporate family
tree shows that ExxonMobil has a majority stake in the Portland-Montreal Pipe Line.4
The line has two direct corporate owners: Montreal Pipe Line Limited (MPLL), which owns the stretch in Canada,
from Montreal to the U.S. border;5 and the Portland Pipe Line Corporation, which owns the U.S. section and is a
wholly-owned subsidiary of MPLL.6 In turn, Montreal Pipe Line Limited’s ultimate parent is ExxonMobil: Exxon
subsidiary Imperial Oil Limited holds a majority interest in the pipeline.7 A smaller portion is owned by the
Canadian giant Suncor Energy.8 Imperial and Suncor are among the biggest developers of Alberta’s tar sands and
stand to benefit greatly from this project to transport tar sands oil across the region for export.
Exxon is still notorious for the 1989 Valdez spill into Alaska’s Prince William Sound,9 even after the catastrophic BP
oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico.10 But tankers are not the only way ExxonMobil transports oil: it also owns pipelines,
including some that carry tar sands oil. In July 2011, the company’s Silvertip Pipeline spilled some 42,000 gallons
of oil into the Yellowstone River. While the oil spilled happened to be conventional crude oil, the pipeline is also
used to move corrosive tar sands diluted bitumen,11 which is a different substance than conventional crude and
poses more extreme risks.12 With events like this happening to one of the nation’s most pristine and iconic rivers,
people in New England and Eastern Canada are beginning to wonder, “Could this happen here, in my area?”

Ownership of the Portland-Montreal Pipe Line

a
owns 24%
of Montreal Pipe Line Limited

subsidiary Imperial Oil Limited,
and McColl-Frontenac, a
wholly-owned subsidiary of
Imperial, hold a 76% stake in
Montreal Pipe Line Limited*

*Portland Pipe Line Corporation is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Montreal Pipe Line Limited; together they own the
Portland-Montreal Pipeline.

Enbridge Incorporated
The Trailbreaker project also hinges on the reversal or upgrading of several existing pipelines in the Midwest and
Canada. The key lines in Canada connecting the Portland-Montreal Pipe Line to the tar sands pipeline network are
owned by Enbridge Incorporated,13 a company that has attracted negative publicity for poor safety practices14
and a leaky pipeline system.15 Line 9—a vital piece of the Trailbreaker project—runs from Sarnia, Ontario (just
across the border from eastern Michigan) to Montreal, Quebec. Line 9 is connected in Montreal to a refinery
owned by Suncor Energy,16 a minority owner of the Portland-Montreal Pipe Line. In Canada, Enbridge has already
won approval17 to partially reverse Line 9 and has announced its intent to fully reverse it,18 which would allow it to
send tar sands east to Montreal. From there, a reversal of the Portland-Montreal Pipeline would allow Enbridge
and MPLL to send tar sands oil all the way to the coast of Maine.
In 2010 Enbridge was responsible for a catastrophic pipeline spill in Michigan – approximately one million gallons
of tar sands crude was released into the Kalamazoo River and Talmadge Creek, making it one of the largest and
most expensive inland spills in US history. In July 2012, the federal National Transportation Safety Board issued a
report19 that harshly criticized the company’s handling of the disaster.20 The pipeline that ruptured and caused the
Kalamazoo spill (Line 6B) is linked to Line 9 at Sarnia, and Enbridge’s expansion plans include a doubling of
capacity on 6B.21

Who runs the pipelines that run under your feet? Important to know with tar
sands
When safety, health and the environment could be at risk from tar sands spills, communities deserve to know the
true identity of the companies involved in the project in their backyard. The pipelines that make up the project
formerly known as “Trailbreaker,” which would carry tar sands oil across Canada, Vermont, New Hampshire and
Maine, are owned by some of the largest names in the tar sands industry: ExxonMobil’s Canadian subsidiary
Imperial Oil, Enbridge, and Suncor. They are not locally owned or controlled, despite appearances to the
contrary.22
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